Today’s farm exposures and how to cover them

Introducing Precision Ag coverage from HSB. Protecting the equipment, data and technology farmers rely on.

For today’s farmers, data is king
The threat of a cyber event that introduces a virus or malware is real. The resulting impact—downtime, interruption of operations and added expense.

Exposure and coverage
Malware was installed on a farmer’s harvest data system, disabling the system completely and resulting in an unplanned interruption of the harvesting. Cost to repair damage that required total restoration of all system software and data was covered.

High tech means high risk
HSB follows the farmer into the field. Our coverage protects the farmer against cyber security threats involving not only customary computers and electronic components, but farm machinery in the field as well.

Exposure and coverage
A virus infiltrated the on-board computer system in a farmer’s combine and caused the mapping of new farmland to be incorrect. Costs to remove the virus and restore the integrity of the on-board system were covered.

Exposure and coverage
A control box on a center pivot irrigator broke down, sending the irrigator onto uneven ground, which damaged it. Costs to replace the control box and repair the irrigator were covered.

Insuring against equipment breakdown
Farms depend on a wide array of costly equipment and machinery—from mobile farm implements to stationary equipment, and much of it is controlled by sensitive electronics vulnerable to damage.

Contact us.
Protect your clients with HSB Precision Ag. For more information, contact your HSB representative.